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PlanPlan
• Pick ideas relevant to our discussion.
• Classical turbulence: low dissipation in crucial in a broad

f i t t bl h i lrange of important problems, e.g. geophysical 
(convection, stable stratification, rotation), 
singularity/reconnection/intermittencysingularity/reconnection/intermittency.

• Quantum turbulence: poorly studied fundamental 
mechanisms of forcing, cascade and dissipation (K41, ec a s s o o c g, cascade a d d ss pa o ( ,
reconnections, Kelvin waves, phonon radiation).

• Desperate need for better numerics, finer experimental p p
insturmentation.



Sept 2005: Singularities and 
Coherent structures in turbulence



Relevant problems?Relevant problems?

• Classical fluids: singularity formation & 
vortex reconnections.

• Quantum fluids: reconnection of singular 
vortices and sound radiation; vortexvortices and sound radiation; vortex  
annihilation  and creation of coherent 

/phase/condensate; strings and 
cosmological (electro-weak) phase g ( ) p
transitions.



Classical vortex reconnectionClassical vortex reconnection



Zabusky’s talk. Bio-Savart 
simulations



Kerr’s talk

Ongoing controversy pro and contra singularity (Kerr vs Hou).



C d thi i H li ?Can you do this in Helium?



Dec. 2005: 
U i l f t i t b l fUniversal features in turbulence, - from 

quantum to cosmological scalesqua tu to cos o og ca sca es



Barenghi’s talk. Challenges in numerics
(also Kivotides)

Classical Superfluid 
(also Kivotides)

turbulenceturbulence

(Kida)



Kelvin waves 
cascade reconnectionscascade

cusps

high kg

sound

Ki tid V ili S l & B hiKivotides, Vassilicos, Samuels & Barenghi, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 3080 (2001)
Vinen, Tsubota & Mitani,
Phys Rev Lett 91 135301 (2003)Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 135301 (2003)
Kozik & Svistunov,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 035301 (2004)



“Evaporation”
f k t fof a packet of 

vortex loops

(a)  0.06 cm (b)  0.06 cm

Radius of vortex
cloud vs time 
agrees with
experiment at

(c)  0.20 cm (d)  0.40 cm

experiment at
Lancaster

Barenghi & Samuels,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 155302 (2002)



Berloff’s talk: vortex annihilation & formation of 
coherent phase Kibble-Zurek phase transition Cosmiccoherent phase. Kibble-Zurek phase transition. Cosmic 

strings. (also Volovik, Pickett, Nazarenko, Golov)

• Can we study this in a large volume of Helium?



Vinen’s talk. The overall picture (of quantum turbulence)?

So perhaps we have the following picture ofSo perhaps we have the following picture of 
the evolution of turbulence in superfluid 4He 
at a very low temperature.  Energy flows to 

ll d ll l h lsmaller and smaller length scales:

• First in a classical Richardson cascade

• Followed by a Kelvin-wave cascade

• With final dissipation by radiation of phonons

• The length scale (= vortex spacing) at which 
we change from Richardson to Kelvin-wave 
cascades adjusts itself automatically tocascades adjusts itself automatically to 
achieve the correct dissipation. 

3He-B may be similar except that energy can y p gy
be lost from the Kelvin waves into quasi-
particle bound states in the cores of the 
vortices (Caroli-Matricon states), which do not

phonons

vortices (Caroli Matricon states),  which do not 
exist in 4He.  This occurs at a frequency much 
smaller than that required for phonon radiation. 



Reconnecting vortex bundles 
emitting Kelvin waves.

Polarised vortex tangles generated by “classical” meansPolarised vortex tangles generated by classical  means 
have never been computed before: numerical challenge



Kerr again: Kelvin 
waves generated bywaves generated by 
reconnections: this 
is a classical fluid!is a classical fluid!



Vinen’s talk: need to study and parametrize 
forcing of quantum turbulence

Vortices generated by oscillating sphere
H i T b t Vi 2006

forcing of quantum turbulence

Hanninen, Tsubota, Vinen, 2006

N t d t t h d i l h llNo steady state reached: numerical challenge



Eltsov Krisius & Volovik talksEltsov, Krisius & Volovik talks.



2 months per data2 months per data 
point – challenge!



March 2006: Geophysical turbulence (no 
h t !)photo – sorry!)

Also June 2006 (plasma turbulence) & July 
2006  (stat mech & turbulence)



June 2006June 2006



Rotating & stratified geophysical 
systems. Climate & weather.

• Internal gravity waves (IGV) in stratified 
fluid: ocean mixing (upwards) as a part of g ( p ) p
the “conveyor belt”.

• Role of IGV in atmospheric turbulence• Role of IGV in atmospheric turbulence. 
Validity of the geostrophic balance 
assumption.

• Rotation – Rossby waves and zonal flowsRotation Rossby waves and zonal flows 
(also inertial waves). 



Legg’s talk: IGV generated by tidal flow over 
topographytopography.

Key questions for parameterization development: 

L id h ll t

1. Do theoretical predictions hold for large amplitude flows?
2. How much of converted energy is dissipated locally v. radiated away?

Low, wide, shallow topo Low, narrow, steep topo
Tall, steep topo

Baroclinic velocity snapshots from simulations of tidal flow over Gaussian topo with 
forcing amplitude U0=2cm/s (Legg and Huijts, 2006; using MITgcm).

Steep topography leads to generation of internal tide beams: energy concentrated on 
wave characteristics.



Bartello’s talk: role of IGW in atmospheric 
turbulence. Geostrophic balance.





Diamond, Shats, talks. Also Galperin, Reed
Drift waves in fusion 

devices
Rossby waves in atmospheres 

of rotating planetsg p



Charney-Hasegawa-MimaCharney-Hasegawa-Mima 
equation

• Ψ -- electrostatic potential (stream-function)Ψ electrostatic potential       (stream function)
• ρ -- ion Larmor radius (by Te) (Rossby radius)
• β -- drift velocity                      (Rossby velocity)
• x -- poloidal arc-length            (east-west)
• y -- radial length                      (south-north)



Ubiquitous features in Drift/Rossby turbulence

• Drift Wave turbulence generates zonal flows
• Zonal flows suppress waves 
• Hence transport barriers, Low-to-High confinement transition



Ocean simulation of Nakano and Hasumi, 2004. 
5 year average from 58 year simulation;5-year average from 58-year simulation;

from Galperin et al 2004.



Reed’s experiment @ Coriolis turntable





Shats plasma experimentShats plasma experiment

• L-H transition
• ZF generation
• DW suppressionpp







SummarySummary
• Classical turbulence:
a) Reconnections
b) Geophysical systems with stratification or/and rotation. 

Climate and weatherClimate and weather. 
i. Mixing by IGW. 
ii. Transport blocking by zonal jets. p g y j
iii. Shallow convection.
• Quantum turbulence:
a) Study and parametrize the forcing of quantum turbulence
b) Study polarised vortex tangles, cross-over of Richardson 

cascade to the Kelvin wave cascadecascade to the Kelvin wave cascade.
c) Need more numerical power and finer spatial resolution of 

experimental probes. 


